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520 Eighth Ave., 21 st Floor
New York, NY 10018

Look inside To get your FREE issues of The IvaJr`on.

Illustration by Tjeerd Royaards

Dear Concerned American,

Certain things make our country great-the rule of law, for one, and the guarantees enshrined in the
Bill of Rights.

As important as these are, though, something more essential for our well-being and liberty is speaking
truth to power.
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I'm not referring to the easy truths, the painless truths, the truths that don't upset people in power.
I'm talking about the uncomfortable truths that reveal what they're ±ea±ly up to.
It isn't always safe. Just ask anyone who has ever been on the receiving end of a social-media
smear campaign.

But to me, speaking truth to power is a comerstone of our freedom-the shield that stands between a
civilized democracy and the destl.uctive chaos that unchecked power can unleash®
For thousands of like-minded citizens, truth-telling can be summed up in one magazine: The IVczfz.07t.

For over 15o years, Zlfte IVczfz.on has upheld a hard-won and well-deserved reputation for
independs]±£e, ]=easQ]±, and sa±±i±y. We report stories and investigate issues that often tick off those in power

but which help citizens like you make informed judgments, gain more control in your life and the life of our
country, and keep our society honest.

Will you consider suhscFibing to Fifes IV6Eat®om?

You'11 get TWO FREE ISSUES and a dramatically
low subscription plfice if you act Eoday®
More on this in a minute.
Since our founding in 1865 by abolitionists, 7lhe IVczft.on has taken an unflinching look at America and the
world by espousing the hard truths that hold individuals, industries, and politicians of all parties accountable.
(Over,..)

From our first issue to the newest edition, we publish eloquent, committed, courageous truth-tellers,
such as:

• Martin Luther King Jr. fighting for voting rights
• Ralph Nader exposing car manufacturers that knowingly produced unsafe vehicles
• Jeremy Scahill u`ncovering the paid mercenaries and private security forces fighting America's wars
• Richard J. Evans detailing the men who made the Third Reich rich
• Michelle Chen investigating a two-tier system in the hospitality industry where the work is the same
but the pay is different
• Bill MCKibben revealing how to wean America off of fossil fuels
• William J. Astore reporting on efforts to curb the Pentagon's endless conflicts
• and many more.

If you're frustrated by what you see around you, but don't know how to fight back. ..
If you're sick and tired of the lies, distortions, dangerous exaggerations, and utter disregard for the
truth that many of our "leaders" spout...
If you're fed up with "alternative facts" and seek a path through these confusing times...
...then I urge you to subscribe to 7lhe IVc[ft.on.

Now is the best time to subscribe! Send back the enclosed reply card and we'11 send you TWO FREE
ISSUES. Then, you'11 pay only $2o for 3o issues of The Nczft.on. You save $159 off the annual newsstand price.

Your subscription includes full access to our subscribers-only website, with the current issue and
exclusive online extras and features.
PLUS: You'11 also get access to 77ie Nczfz.on Digital Archive. Every issue, every article, every story...at

your fingertips on an easily searchable platform.
Your subscription to Z7ie Nczfz.on guarantees that you'11 get deeply reported, discerning journalism that
is fearless, inspired, and engaged in questioning the powers that be. And that's the truth.

Lock in your subscription at the low rate today.
Sincerely,

a;„ £'fty
Erin O'Mara
President

The Nation
P.S. Get 3o issues of Zlhe IVczfz.on for only $2o. Your subscription will help support progressive, honest
investigative journalism. Send back your reply card today.
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I YES! Start my subscrip+ion to 7he Ivati.on today by sending me
TWO FREE ISSUES. If I don't like what I see,1'11 write "cancel" on

+he invoice and owe nothing. O+herwise,1'11 pay only S20 for a

+otal of 30 issues-a savings of S159 off the annual cover price.
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* 7lhe Ivati.on prints 34 issues per year.The number of issues per month varies. Savings based on S5.99 cover price.
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